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We consider efficient indexing methods for conditioning graphs, which are a form of re-
cursive decomposition for Bayesian networks. We compare two well-known methods for
indexing, a top-down method and a bottom-up method, and discuss the redundancy that
each of these suffer from. We present a newmethod for indexing that combines the advan-
tages of eachmodel in order to reduce this redundancy. We also introduce the concept of an
update manager, which is a node in the conditioning graph that controls when other nodes
update their current index. Empirical evaluations over a suite of standard test networks show
a considerable reduction both in the amount of indexing computation that takes place, and
the overall runtime required by the query algorithm.
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1. Introduction
Computing posterior probabilities from a Bayesian network (henceforth referred to as inference) is an NP-hard task [1].
However, modern algorithms are able to feasibly perform inference on many networks. The standard algorithms, such as
Junction Tree Processing (JTP) and Variable Elimination (VE), can perform inference in time and space exponential on the
induced width of the associated elimination ordering of the variables; this is the best complexity for inference known to
date [2,3].
Within this asymptotic complexity lies someperformancevariation. For example, theprobabilitydistributionsof Bayesian
networks are often implemented as linear arrays. Given this representation, the inference algorithmmust be able to compute
the array index that corresponds to a given context of the variables defining the distribution (henceforth referred to as
indexing). Using a straightforward indexing approach, it can be shown that for inference operations such as multiplication
andmarginalization, the number of arithmetic operations required to index the arrays far exceeds the number of operations
that are performed on the probabilities in the arrays. Several algorithms for efficient indexing have been presented for
the standard inference methods such as JTP and VE [4,5], which reduce the computation required for indexing during the
course of inference. While these methods work well for standard inference algorithms, it is not clear how these methods
translate to conditioning methods, in particular, recursive conditioning models [6,7]. These recursive algorithms do not
employ multiplication and marginalization in the same way as the standard elimination algorithms do, and therefore their
indexing requirements can differ considerably.
In this paper, we consider efficient methods for indexing distributions in recursive conditioning models. We focus on
conditioning graphs [7], as the indexing structure for these data structures is explicit, rather than implied. The main con-
tribution of this paper is a new bidirectional indexing model for conditioning graphs that combines the advantages of two
known indexing methods. We also introduce the concept of an update manager, which is a node in the Bayesian network
that controls when other nodes update their current index. Evaluating this new approach over a set of standard benchmark
networks, we observe a reduction in the number of indexing operations by at least 58% compared to current methods, and
a corresponding time reduction of 32% or more. While this paper focuses on conditioning graphs, the discussed methods
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should be applicable to other recursive conditioning algorithms [6,8], where efficient indexing methods have not been
formally considered.
2. Background and previous work
We denote random variables with capital letters (e.g., X , Y , Z), and sets of variables with boldfaced capital letters X =
{X1, . . . , Xn}. Each random variable V has a discrete domain of finite size |V | containing values D(V) = {0, . . . , |V | − 1}.
An instantiation of a variable is denoted V=v, or v for short. A context, or instantiation of a set of variables, is denoted X=x or
simply x.
Given a set of random variables V = {V1, . . . , Vn} with domain function D, a Bayesian network is a tuple 〈G, 〉. G is an
acyclic directed graph over the variables in V.  = {φV1 , . . . , φVn
}
is a set of probability distributions with a one-to-one
correspondence with the elements of V. More specifically, each φVi ∈  is the conditional probability of Vi given its parents
in G (called conditional probability tables or CPTs). That is, if πVi represents the parents of Vi in G, then φVi = P(Vi|πVi). The
definition of a discrete variable function is the set of variables over which it is defined. Fig. 1 shows the graph of a Bayesian
network, taken from [2].
An elimination tree (etree) [7] is a treewhose leaves and internal nodes correspond to the CPTs and variables of a Bayesian
network, respectively. The structure of an etree is characterized as follows: all CPTs in the Bayesian network containing
variable Vi in their definition are contained in the subtree of the node labeledwith Vi. This characterization does not uniquely
define an etree; Fig. 2 shows one of the possible etrees for the Bayesian network of Fig. 1. There are several techniques to
build etrees for Bayesian networks [9], but we will not discuss them here.
The computation of posterior probabilities can be expressed using the following identity. Suppose C = c is an arbitrary
context:
P(X = x|C = c) = P(X = x ∧ C = c)
P(C = c) = αP(X = x ∧ C = c),
where α = P(C = c)−1 is a normalization constant. Thus the task of computing a posterior probability (e.g., P(X =
x|C = c)) can be accomplished by computing the probability of an extended context P(X = x ∧ C = c); henceforth the
task of computing the probability of a given context will be the main focus of our algorithms. This calculation will require
marginalization over any hidden variables, that is, variables that occur in the Bayesian network, but are not part of the
context.
The function P (Fig. 3) is used to compute the probability of a given context over a subset of variables in that etree
(henceforth referred to as a query). The algorithm takes two parameters as input: an etree node (T) and a context (c). The
return type of the function is a non-negative floating-point value, whose semantics depend on the node on which the call
is made. When the algorithm is called given a leaf node, the return value is the conditional probability consistent with
the context c taken from the CPT stored in the leaf. When the algorithm is called on the root node, the return value is the
unconditional probability of the given context. For all other nodes, the result is an intermediate value that is simply a non-
negative floating-point value representing a factor or term in the calculation (similar to the values from any intermediate
potentials in the VE algorithm [3]). Lines 4–6 in the algorithm handle the case in which the etree node appears in the
given context by computing the product of the probabilities of the node’s children. Lines 8–13 handle the case in which the
etree node is to be marginalized, which is accomplished by explicit conditionalization and summation. To condition over a
variable, each value from the variable’s domain is assigned once, and that assignment is added to the current context, which
is then passed down through the recursive calls to that node’s children. Line 2 handles the base case, in which a leaf node
is reached, by retrieving a value from the CPT using the given context. The following notation is used in the algorithm: if T
is a leaf node, then φT represents the CPT at T . If T is an internal node, then VT represents the variable labelling T , and chT
represents its children. Further details regarding this algorithm can be found in [7].
The time complexity of P over an etree T is exponential on T ’s height, while the space complexity is exponential only
on the largest family in the Bayesian network [7]. However, the time complexity can be improved through a technique
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Fig. 1. An example Bayesian network.
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Fig. 2. The network from Fig. 1, arranged in an etree.
Fig. 3. Code for processing an etree given a context.
called caching [6]. Let NV denote the internal node in an etree that is labeled with variable V . Suppose the current task is to
calculate P(O = 0, B = 0) in the etree shown in Fig. 2.When the recursion ofP reaches nodeND for the first time, itwill have
instantiated S = 0 along its recursive traversal, and the current invocationwill beP(ND, {O = 0 ∧ S = 0 ∧ B = 0}). Since S
does not appear in ND’s subtree, it is irrelevant to the query, and a later query of the form P(ND, {O = 0 ∧ S = 1 ∧ B = 0})
would yield the same value.1 By caching this value at node ND, it needs only be calculated when S = 0, and later retrieved
when S = 1.
In order to avoid recomputing values, each internal node maintains a cache of its computed values. The cache is defined
by a node’s cache-domain, which is defined as follows. Let the a-cutset of node N be the set of variables labeling the nodes
in N’s ancestry; the cache-domain of N (denoted CD(N) is the intersection of N’s a-cutset and the definitions of the CPTs in
N’s subtree.2 For example, the cache-domains of each node in Fig. 2 are shown in curly braces to the right of each node. The
return value from N depends only on the assignment to its cache-domain, and not its a-cutset. This is demonstrated in the
previous example: the cache-domain of node ND is {O, B}, since the cache values of this node do not depend on S.
The cache of node N can be implemented as a function over N’s cache-domain, and the algorithm for calculating proba-
bilities from an etree (Fig. 3) can be very simply modified to perform caching. When a node is visited, we check to see if the
corresponding value is cached. If it is, the cached value is returned; if not, the value is calculated, cached, and returned.
1 In this particular example, the call to ND will always return 1. However, this will not be the case if D is observed.
2 A cache-domain is called a context in [6].
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Fig. 4. A portion of the conditioning graph corresponding to the etree in Fig. 2.
Caching in recursive decompositions reduces the complexity of inference from being exponential on height, to being
exponential on the size of the cache-domains at each node. The sizes of the cache-domains are determined by the width of
the variable elimination ordering associatedwith the tree. For more details regarding caching in recursive inferencemodels,
see [6]. Because it is an important technique in recursive decomposition techniques, our indexing techniques will have to
account for it.
A conditioning graph [7] is a low-level representation of an etree. The nodes and edges in an etree have corresponding
nodes and edges in a conditioning graph. The etree edges are called primary arcs in a conditioning graph. Each node of the
conditioning graph stores its CPT or cache, as a linear array. Eachnode also stores an explicit index into this array, as an integer
or pointer, as well as an integer representing the current value of the node’s variable. In addition to the primary arcs, each
internal node in a conditioning graph stores a list of secondary arcs, which are used to make associations between variables
and the CPTs and caches that depend on them. There is a secondary arc from an internal node A to node B iff the variable X
labelling A is contained in the definition of the CPT or cache associated with B. Each secondary arc has an associated offset
integer value, which indicates the change that occurs to the CPT or cache index relative to a change in the variable’s value.
For example, Fig. 4 shows part of the etree from Fig. 2, as it would appear in a conditioning graph. The secondary arcs
are shown as dotted lines. Note the integer offsets attached to each arc, denoting the change that must occur in the array
index in response to a variable change. In this example, if the value of T were to change from 0 to 1, then the index at node
V would change by 1, while the index at leaf P(T|V) would change by 2.
The algorithm for inference in a conditioning graph is shown in Fig. 5. Like algorithm P , this function is initially called
on the root of a conditioning graph, and its return value is semantically identical to P . The main difference between this
algorithm and theP algorithm from Fig. 3 is that the context ismaintained using an explicit indexingmechanism, and hence,
no context is passed as a parameter. Line 2 handles the base case in which a leaf node is reached, by returning a value from
the CPT stored there. For a leaf node N, we use N.cpt and N.pos to refer to the leaf’s CPT and current index, respectively. This
line also handles the base case in which an internal node’s cache is consulted. The cache for an internal node N is also stored
in N.cpt, and an empty cache value is indicated by ∅. Note that N.pos is assumed to have been correctly calculated prior to
reaching the base case. Lines 4–6 handle the case in which the etree node is part of the given context. To accomplish this,
the field N.value is used to store the value that node N takes in a context. If N.value has the special value , then N has not
been given a value in the context, which is the case handled by lines 8–16. Here, the algorithm sequentially conditions the
given context on each value for the node, making a recursive calculation for each primary edge, and summing the results to
perform the marginalization.
The function SetVariable(N, i) is used to encapsulate the index calculations needed to set a variable V to value i (where V is
the variable labelingnodeN),whichhappens once for eachvalueofV (line 10). The secondary arcs areused to advance indices
in the tables affected by setting a variable (the list of primary and secondary arcs are stored in N.primary and N.secondary
and N.size stores the number of values that N can take). SetVariable can also be used prior to any call to QueryA to set the
appropriate indices for observed evidence. The function offset labels each secondary arc with its offset value.
Note that it is possible for a programmer to apply various forms of optimization, such as loop unrolling, to the previous
query algorithm. However, the savings are quite small relative to the cost of the indexing operations. For simplicity, these
optimizations have not been included in the algorithm descriptions.
The low-level, simple design of the conditioning graph means that this inference algorithm for computing probabilities
is compact, efficient, and written entirely using low-level operations such as simple arithmetic and pointer manipulation.
The underlying etree, defined by the conditioning graph’s primary edges, determines the complexity of the query algorithm.
For the remainder of the document, when we discuss a node’s parent, child(ren), or ancestors, these relationships refer to
those in the underlying elimination tree. Furthermore, any reference to the path between two nodes is the path that follows
only the primary pointers, unless otherwise stated. When discussing such graph concepts pertaining to secondary arcs, we
will state this explicitly.
One of the primary advantages of recursive decomposition approaches, such as conditioning graphs, over other inference
methods, is their ability to trade space for time, which is particularly useful in memory-constrained applications. This
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Fig. 5. Query algorithm for computing probabilities from a conditioning graph.
property is not unique to recursive models; other algorithms offer similar any-space methods (e.g., [10]). However, few
algorithms can match the simplicity of the time-space tradeoff in recursive decompositions: caches can simply be removed
fromnodes until a requiredmemory bound is attained,with almost nomodification to the algorithm. Furthermore, recursive
decompositions very naturally exploit zeroes that occur during inference. An internal node in the tree calls its children
sequentially, accumulating the values returned from these calls as a product. In the event that one of its children returns a
zero, the node can abort these calls to the remainder of its children. This very simple optimization is trivial to implement
(the while condition on Lines 5 and 12), yet can potentially yield exponential reductions in computation. While such an
optimization is also available to other algorithms (such as VE), it is much more difficult to exploit, as these algorithms
compute and pass entire distributions rather than single values.
2.1. Indexing
Suppose we have a function f (X) defined over a set of discrete variables X = {X1, . . . , Xk}. Storing this function as a
linear array requires a mapping from each context of X to an integer in the array. Typically, an ordering over the variables
is selected (for simplicity, assume that the index of the variables in our example also defines that variable’s position in the
ordering). Given a context x = {x1, . . . , xk}, we can compute the associated index using the formula:
index(x) =
k∑
i=1
Ci ∗ xi (1)
where each Ci = ∏kj=i+1 |Xi| is the offset associated with variable Xi. Hence, given that we know the offsets (which can be
computed offline), computing an index from a context of k variables requires roughly O(k) operations.
As a specific example of this process, consider a functiondefinedover binary variablesX1,X2, andX3, orderedby ascending
subscript. According to Equation 1, C1 = 4, C2 = 2, and C3 = 1. So for context {X1 = 0, X2 = 1, X3 = 0}, the index of this
function’s value in the linear array will be 4 ∗ 0 + 2 ∗ 1 + 1 ∗ 0 = 2, while the index of context {X1 = 1, X2 = 0, X3 = 1}
will be 4 ∗ 1 + 2 ∗ 0 + 1 ∗ 1 = 5.
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For a single context, Eq. 1 is a reasonable choice, as the values of all variables must be considered in order to determine
an index. However, when multiple queries to the same distribution are made, applying this formula to each context can be
inefficient. For example, suppose we query f with two different contexts of X that differ only in their values of Xi ∈ X. Once
the first index (call it j1) is computed, the second index (call it j2) could be computed as j2 = j1 + Ci ∗ δi, where δi is the
difference in the value of Xi between each context. Hence, we incur a constant number of arithmetic operations, a distinct
improvement over Eq. 1, especially when the number of variables is large.
Considering our previous example, suppose we have context {X1 = 0, X2 = 1, X3 = 0}, which was shown to have index
2. If the value of X3 were to change to 1, then δ3 in the above formula is 1, andwe can compute the new index as 2+1∗1 = 3.
Conditioning graphs attempt to resolve some of this inefficiency by only updating indices in response to the value of
a variable changing. For instance, when a variable X changes values, then the indices that correspond to those caches and
CPTs defined over X are updated through the secondary arcs. The offset values attached to the secondary arcs are exactly
the offset values Ci from Eq. 1. The efficiency of this model is discussed in the next section.
A similar indexing approach to the one discussed above occurs in Koller and Friedman [11]. When discussing the multi-
plication of two discrete functions, they are careful to update the indices of the multiplicand functions only in response to
a changing variable, rather than a full recomputation for each context. The authors also use precomputed offsets for their
task. The conditioning graph indexing algorithm can be seen as an application of this local algorithm in a global setting:
each time a variable’s value is changed, all functions defined over that variable in the graph are updated accordingly.
Recently, Arias and Diez [5] published a method for efficient function indexing based on accumulated offsets. They noted
that when iterating through a sequence of contexts (using a typical counting approach), only one variable’s value will be
incremented. Arias and Diez made a further observation: the change that occurs in the index of the array is a function of
which variable is incremented. These changes, or accumulated offsets, can be calculated in advance, much like a normal
offset.Whereas the indexing algorithms described above update their indices in response to any variable change (increments
and resets), this approach only updates indices in response to increments, or one per context. While this technique has been
demonstrated to reduce indexing costs as compared to typical methods, its correctness requires that variables are only
incremented or reset, and these operations must occur in the correct order. Such regularity is often not present in recursive
decompositionalgorithms if otheroptimizations areused, suchas theuseof computedzeroes toprunecalculations.However,
we revisit this idea in the last section, when discussing future work.
Another model for fast indexing in discrete functions is cluster-sepset mapping [4], which uses discrete functions that
map the indices of one function to another. Thesemappings are constructed offline, so there is no consequence to the online
runtime of the algorithm. For recursive inference structures such as those discussed, it can be shown that for a node N, the
index of the cache or CPT at node N is a function of the cache index and variable value at N’s parent, so a similar mapping
system could be employed. However, the memory required by these maps is at least as large as the size of the caches and
CPTs combined; storing these maps would roughly double the memory requirements of the algorithm. Furthermore, while
caches can be pruned without affecting program correctness, the index maps could not be simply pruned away without
some secondary device to correctly compute the index values.
As noted byArias andDiez, there are efficient indexing designs implemented in commercial inference systems, the details
of which are typically not made public. We are unaware of any indexing model that is similar to the one that we present
here.
3. Indexing in conditioning graphs
Before considering ways to efficiently implement indexing, we demonstrate that the cumulative costs of indexing can
represent a non-trivial portion of the overall costs of inference in a conditioning graph. To do this, we first define the notion
of an indexing operation as any computation that affects the index of a CPT or cache as a result of the value of a single variable.
For example, considering Eq. 1, since we compute the index based on the value of k variables, we say that k indexing
operations took place, where each indexing operation requires a multiplication and an addition. Onemetric that wewill use
to measure the quality of an indexing model is the total number of incurred indexing operations, as we have found that this
is a reasonably good indicator of the true cost of indexing during inference. Indexing operation counts are environment and
implementation independent, unaffected by details such as machine parameters (e.g., CPU, RAM), language and compiler
choice (e.g., C++ vs. Java), and code efficiency.
The secondmetric thatwill be used tomeasuremodel qualitywill be runtime,whichweuse for two reasons. First, our goal
is to develop an efficient indexingmodel, and efficiency gains are typically characterized by comparing runtimes. Second, the
number of indexing operations provides valuable information regarding model quality, but it can be deceptive, if it ignores
the overhead computation required by eachmodel. Runtime is cumulative, factoring in all computation, including overhead.
That being said, runtime can be notoriously difficult to measure accurately, especially in a multi-tasking environment. To
compensate for this, each test is repeated several times, and the results presented represent an average computed from these
trials. The source code used to perform our tests was written in C++, and compiled using the GNU g++ compiler. All tests
were conducted on a Dell multicore server, with 16 64-bit cores each running at 3.0 GHz, with 32 GB of RAM, and running
Linux. Unless otherwise stated, all tests assume a full-caching model.
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Table 1
Evaluating the cost of indexing operations on the cumulative inference process.
Network
Operations (×106) Runtime (s)
Data Index Indexing No indexing
Barley 61.66 201.8 19.43 7.176
Diabetes 27.72 179.8 14.80 3.244
Insurance 0.1322 0.5771 0.053 0.017
Mildew 10.85 48.75 4.308 1.163
Munin2 7.031 51.32 4.141 0.866
Munin3 9.535 36.74 3.364 1.120
Munin4 32.6 143.1 12.81 3.839
Pigs 2.693 15.95 1.308 0.324
Water 2.537 15.93 1.353 0.320
Table1 shows the resultsof anempirical evaluationof thecostof indexingover severalwell-knownbenchmarknetworks.3
Each network was compiled into a conditioning graph, using variable orderings generated from standard heuristics [12].
Each table entry represents a query over one of these graphs, given no evidence. For each network, the table shows the
number of multiplications and additions used to compute probabilities, the number of indexing operations used, and the
runtime required for each network. The final column is an estimate of the runtime with the indexing operations removed.
To estimate this, we precomputed the sequence of array indices that would be used during the course of the inference, and
then used this sequence in place of the normal indexing operations.
The table demonstrates that indexing represents a significant amount of the computation performed during inference,
especially by comparison to the number of operations that take place on the actual probabilities. It also shows that the
runtime cost of indexing represents the majority of the time taken by each query, over all the networks tested. Given that
indexing plays such a substantial role in the overall performance of inference,4 it seemsworthwhile to optimize its behaviour
as much as possible.
The current indexingmodel for conditioning graphs could be described as a top-down approach. As each variable is set to
a particular value, information is passed down via secondary arcs to all related indices. However, computing the index for a
CPT or cache at a particular node could be delayed until that node is actually reached, which we call a bottom-up approach.
Upon reaching a node with a cache or a CPT, we could use Eq. 1 to compute the required index. The modifications required
for a bottom-up approach are minimal – we simply reverse the directions of the secondary arcs. The offsets labeling the
secondary arcs remain unchanged. Fig. 6 shows the query algorithm from Fig. 5, modified to perform bottom-up indexing.
When no caching is used, the top-down method is clearly superior to the bottom-up approach. Denote by d(N) the
number of nodes above N in the underlying elimination tree. Consider a CPT or cache at node N defined over {X1, . . . , Xk}.
Let Ni denote the node labeled by Xi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Given the set of secondary arcs connecting N to each Ni, the number
of indexing operations performed by the top-down approach will be roughly
∑k
i=1 exp(d(Ni) + 1), whereas the bottom-up
approach requires roughly k exp(d(N)) indexing operations. Because d(Ni) < d(N) for all i, the top-down approach is never
worse than the bottom-up approach, and is typically much better. Intuitively, the top-down approach is superior because it
avoids the redundant indexing operations discussed previously. Consider the example network shown in Fig. 2, in particular,
the leaf variable representing P(D|B,O). Using the bottom-up approach, we compute its index each time the node is visited,
by considering the value of each variable. However, between the first and second visit, only the value of D changes, yet we
repeat the entire index computation over each variable.
While top-down indexing is superior in a no-cachingmodel, the choice becomes less obvious when caching is employed.
Consider again the example network shown in Fig. 2, in particular, the leaf node representing P(T|V). Each time the value
of variable T changes, the index for P(T|V) will be updated. A trace of the query operation shows that the value of variable
T will be changed 8 times.5 However, subsequent to the first two changes, the cache at V will be filled, so P(T|V) will no
longer be queried. It is therefore unnecessary to adjust its index after this point, and any additional updates simply waste
computation.
Hence, in a caching environment, both top-down and bottom-up indexing have potential for redundancy. To explore the
costs of these approaches, we applied them to our test networks. Table 2 shows the number of indexing operations required
for a query operation over the test networks, under a full-caching model and with no evidence. Table 3 shows the runtime
results of the same tests. Columns 2 and 3 show the results for the top-down and bottom-up models, respectively. The
results of the test show that there is no clear winner between the twomodels in a full-caching environment. Considering the
number of index operations, roughly half favour the top-down model while the other half favour bottom-up. The runtime
resultswere similar, although the bottom-up indexingmodel incurs a slightly higher per-index cost than top-down indexing,
demonstrating a small advantage for top-down indexing; this imbalance will be addressed in a later section.
3 Networks obtained from the Bayesian Network Repository: http://compbio.cs.huji.ac.il/Repository/.
4 The costs of indexing, especially in relation to the entire inference operation, has been recognized by others as well (e.g., [5,11]).
5 Actually, T will change 12 times, as it cycles through the labels {, 0, 1} for each context of the cache at T ’s node. However, changing its label from  to 0
requires no index updates, as  = 0 for the purposes of index setting (this is noted in the comment on Line 2 of SetVariable).
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Fig. 6. Query algorithm for computing probabilities from a conditioning graph, using a bottom-up indexing model.
Clearly, the optimal choice between the top-down and bottom-up indexingmodels could be decided for a given Bayesian
network. However, the next section presents the main contribution of this paper: a general indexing approach that tries to
leverage the benefits of both models into a single design that is universally applicable to any network.
4. Bidirectional indexing
In both the top-downandbottom-up indexingmodels, the offset associatedwith each secondary arc is the same– the only
difference is when the index is adjusted. It is straightforward to modify the current query algorithm so that both top-down
and bottom-up arcs can be used to index a particular CPT or cache in the network.
Let NV denote the node labeled by variable V , and Nf denote the node labeled by discrete function f . Given a non-root
node N with parent pa(N), the number of recursive calls made to N depends on whether or not pa(N) is caching. We
will assume for now that the variable labeling pa(N) is not observed and must be conditioned over; handling evidence
variables is considered in the next section. If pa(N) is caching, then the number of recursive calls made to N is defined as
calls(N) = cachesize(pa(N)) × size(pa(N)), where cachesize(N) is the number of entries in N’s cache, and size(N) is the size
of the variable labeling N. If pa(N) is not caching, then the number of recursive calls made to N is defined recursively as
calls(N) = calls(pa(N)) × size(pa(N)). These formulas are modified from Darwiche [6], and can be explained as follows:
each time a node is called and a cache miss occurs, it calls its children once for each value of its variable. When a node is
caching, the number of cache misses that occur corresponds to the size of its cache. When a node is not caching, every call
to the node is a cache miss. Note that for a root node N, calls(N) = 1.
Given a variableX labeling nodeN, the number of times the value ofXwill change also depends onwhetherN is caching its
values. IfN is caching, then the number of times the variablewill changewill be defined as changes(X) = |X|× cachesize(N).
To see this, note that we condition over X only when a call to N results in a cachemiss. On the other hand, if N is not caching,
then the number of times the variable will change is defined as changes(X) = |X| × calls(N) as each call to N results in
conditioning over X .
The formulas for changes and calls are only estimates of their true values. There are two situations which affect the
accuracy of these estimates. First, evidence (in the form of observing a variable V taking a value prior to any query), can
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Fig. 7. Modified query algorithm, utilizing both top-down and bottom-up secondary arcs.
reduce the number of recursive calls made during a query, and the number of values stored in a particular cache during a
query; the effects of evidence on bidirectional indexing is the topic of the next section. The second situation affecting our
estimates is the query algorithmmay use computed zeroes to prune irrelevant sequences of recursive calls. The formulas for
changes and calls do not account for this pruning. However, we will show that they perform considerably well when used to
orient the direction of the secondary arcs.
Consider a node NX labeled by variable X , and a node Nf whose CPT or cache f is defined over X . The direction of the
secondary arc between NX andNf will be decided by the number of operations incurred by each indexingmethod. For a top-
down arc, the number of indexing operations incurred is changes(X); for a bottom-up arc, the number of indexing operations
is calls(Nf ). The direction is decided by choosing the smaller of the two. In the event of a tie, we favour a top-down arc over a
bottom-up arc, sincewe noted in the previous section that the overhead per bottom-up operation is slightly higher than for a
top-down operation. As a side-effect, favouring the top-downmeans that in a no-caching model, all arcs become top-down,
and the modified model degrades gracefully to the original conditioning graph model.
The overall cost of determining arc direction is linear in the number of secondary arcs in the network, assuming that
we have computed the number of times each node will be called (which requires time linear in the number of nodes in
the network). The number of secondary arcs is worst-case quadratic in the number of nodes of the conditioning graph,
as each pair of nodes may have only one arc between them. In practice, the number of secondary arcs is typically only a
small constant times the number of nodes in the network, owing to the relative sparse structure of most networks. The
cost of orienting the arcs is therefore trivial by comparison to the actual inference operation. Furthermore, we only assign
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Table 2
Op counts (×106) required by each of the indexing models presented in this section. The abbreviations for each heading is as
follows: T = Top-Down, BU = Bottom-Up, BD = Bidirectional, PC = parent–child optimization, UM = updatemanager optimiza-
tion, FL = Function-level optimization.
Network TD BU BD PC UM FL
Barley 201.8 296.8 88.12 70.91 70.24 70.20
Diabetes 179.8 107.5 61.07 40.07 38.98 38.87
Insurance 0.5771 0.6687 0.2743 0.2164 0.2148 0.2147
Link 9512 4735 731.8 625.8 600.2 590.4
Mildew 48.75 44.26 19.52 15.54 15.41 15.41
Munin1 1911 1930 666.3 620.1 616.0 614.0
Munin2 51.32 39.48 15.23 13.20 13.15 13.09
Munin3 36.74 30.83 15.10 12.97 12.94 12.90
Munin4 143.1 154.1 60.69 53.18 52.85 51.89
Pigs 15.95 11.72 5.159 4.332 4.270 4.154
Water 15.93 18.23 7.350 6.337 6.226 5.938
Table 3
Runtime, in seconds, required by each of the indexingmodels presented in this section. The abbreviations
for each heading are the same as in Table 2.
Network TD BU BD PC UM FL
Barley 19.43 28.13 16.27 13.33 12.77 12.76
Diabetes 14.80 11.10 9.077 6.969 6.721 6.709
Insurance 0.053 0.065 0.043 0.038 0.036 0.036
Link 647.9 363.3 117.8 108.2 97.35 96.72
Mildew 4.308 4.436 3.177 2.586 2.501 2.502
Munin1 169.6 195.8 123.7 111.1 102.4 102.2
Munin2 4.141 3.722 2.371 2.167 2.013 2.006
Munin3 3.364 3.443 2.649 2.311 2.160 2.162
Munin4 12.81 15.16 9.778 8.827 8.088 8.036
Pigs 1.308 1.183 0.806 0.737 0.652 0.648
Water 1.353 1.621 0.989 0.916 0.853 0.847
direction to each arc once, so the orientation process can be moved offline, where it is not considered part of the query cost.
Dynamically assigning arc direction based on observation will be considered in the next section.
Fig. 7 shows themodified version of the query algorithm that accommodates the proposed bidirectional indexingmodel.
We assume that the secondary list at each node has been replaced by two different lists: topdown and bottomup, which store
the top-down arcs and bottom-up arcs emitting from a node, respectively. SetVariable is almost identical in this version as
in Fig. 5, with the exception that the iteration on Line 3 iterates over N.topdown rather than N.secondary. ComputeIndex has
been modified accordingly, iterating over the bottomup list. This information is combined to produce a final index (Line 1 of
QueryC).
The third column of Tables 2 and 3 summarize the performance of the bidirectional indexing model on the benchmark
networks. In all tests, the bidirectional model was superior to the top-down and bottom-up models, in terms of indexing
operations and runtime. Comparing the bidirectional model individually over each network to the better of top-down or
bottom-up indexing, all networks showed at least a 43% reduction in indexing operations, with an average improvement of
roughly 58%. A similar comparison using runtimes shows at least a 15% reduction in all cases, with the average improvement
being roughly 29%. The discrepancy between the improvements in indexing operations and runtime is not surprising, as (1)
indexing only represents part of the entire inference process and (2) the bidirectional model incurs slightly more overhead,
as it requires looping constructs in more nodes.
The bidirectional model clearly shows an improvement over the standard unidirectional models, and the remainder of
this section will present three optimizations to the bidirectional model, resulting in further improvement to both indexing
operation counts and runtime.
4.1. Parent–child optimization
The bidirectional indexing model permits a very simple optimization between neighbouring nodes in the underly-
ing elimination tree of a conditioning graph. Fig. 8 shows a portion of a conditioning graph (assume that all variables
are binary). The leaf node labeled by P(A|B, C,D) requires four secondary arcs to update its index. We will assume that
two of these arcs are bottom-down, and the secondary arc from NA is top down. One of the key insights is that us-
ing the current orientation rules, the secondary arc between ND and P(A|B, C,D) will always be top-down, because the
number of times ND will update its variable is equal to the number of times the child will be called (i.e., changes(D) =
calls(P(A|B, C,D))), and we give preference to a top-down orientation. Consider a call to node ND, with context A = 0,
B = 0, C = 0. ND will subsequently call the leaf node twice: once for D = 0, and once for D = 1. With each call to the leaf
node,QueryCwill call ComputeIndex to determine the index contribution of the bottom-up arcs. However, this value depends
only on variables B and C, which did not change between calls. Therefore, the second call to ComputeIndex is redundant.
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Fig. 8. A portion of a conditioning graph. Note that the leaf node has two top-down arcs (from nodes A and D), and two bottom-up arcs (to nodes B and C). Note
that nodes A, B, and C are not shown.
Fig. 9. Modified query algorithm, with bidirectional indexing, and the parent–child optimization.
While the redundancy in this example may seem trivial, this redundant computation will occur each time node ND
conditions over its variable D, which is proportional to the size of its cache. Therefore, given a sufficiently large cache at the
parent node, the accumulated redundancy can be significant, and it makes sense to try and eliminate it, if possible.
One approach to reducing this inefficiency is to allow a node to compute its bottom-up index prior to being called.
For example, a node might calculate its bottom-up index computation while its parent was being called. Returning to our
example, the redundancy could be avoided if the leaf node performed its bottom-up computation prior to conditioning over
variable D.
This optimization requires onlyminormodification to the current algorithm. First,we add an integer pos2 to each node for
persistent storage of its bottom-up index. The ComputeIndex function must be modified to operate on this variable. Finally,
wemodify the QueryC algorithm – ComputeIndex is called on the node’s primary children, and it is made after the checks for
a CPT/cache value. Fig. 9 shows the new implementation. Note that SetVariable has not changed from its previous version,
and is not shown.
Given this optimization, wemodify the arc direction selection formulas tomore accurately reflect the number of bottom-
up calls that will be made from a node. Suppose we have a secondary arc from node NX to Nf . Let pa(Nf ) be the parent of Nf .
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Fig. 10. A portion of a conditioning graph. Note that the right leaf node has two top-down arcs (from nodes A and D), and two bottom-up arcs (to nodes B and C).
Note that nodes A and B are not shown. Only the secondary arcs pertaining to leaf node P(A|B, C,D) are shown.
Instead of using calls(Nf ), we estimate the number of bottom-up indexing operations over this arc as calls(pa(Nf )) if pa(Nf )
is not caching, and cachesize(pa(Nf )) if it is.
We evaluated this optimization using the same tests from our previous evaluations. The fourth columns in Tables 2 and
3 summarize these results. As the tables show, this optimization produces a considerable improvement to the bidirectional
model, and is evident in terms of runtime and indexing operations. Compared to the unidirectional indexing models, the
number of indexing operations has been reduced by at least 58% in all tests, and the runtime has been reduced by over 28%.
The average reduction in these costs is 65% and 37%, respectively.
4.2. Update managers
The fundamental difference between the current indexing model (QueryD) and all previously discussed models is the
number of nodes involved in any single indexing operation. Whereas the prior indexing models involved only two nodes
(the nodes representing the ends of a secondary arc), this new design uses a third node – the parent of the index node –
that specifies precisely when a bottom-up indexing operation occurs. Hence, the parent node can be thought of as an update
manager, as it informs its child when it can update its bottom-up index.
The primary parent of a node does not have to be its update manager, and choosing a different node can result in a
more efficient model in many cases. Recall from the previous section that a node will call a child to update its bottom-up
index whenever a cache miss occurs, or once for each value in its cache. As an example, consider a modified version of
the conditioning graph from Fig. 8, shown in Fig. 10. As before, assume all variables are binary. Using the parent–child
optimization, node ND is the update manager for the rightmost leaf node (call it Nf ), and will call Nf to update its bottom-up
index once for each value inND’s cache, or 16 times. However, ifNX wereNf ’s updatemanager, it would only callNf to update
a maximum of 8 times, since its cache is smaller.
Using the parent–child optimization, the secondary arc between the parent and child is top-down, and the child’s bottom-
up arcs do not change between the time that the parent is called, and the timewhen the child’s computed index is used. This
property can be generalized, as the bottom-up index of a node can be computed after all of its bottom-up neighbours have
been set. Let LB(N) be the node in the set of N’s bottom-up neighbours such that there are no other nodes in this set along
the primary path from LB(N) to N. Since all nodes in N’s bottom-up neighbours are in N’s ancestry, LB(N) is guaranteed to
be unique. In our previous example, LB(Nf ) = NC , as NB is not along the path between NC and Nf , whereas NC is on the path
between NB and Nf . As with the parent–child optimization, the secondary arc between a parent and child must be oriented
top-down, to ensure that the candidate set of update managers is non-empty.
To find the optimal update manager for a node N, we choose the node along the primary chain between LB(N) and N
(exclusive) that will call N’s ComputeIndex function the fewest times, using a modified version of algorithm QueryD. If the
updatemanager is caching, then themaximumnumber of times it willmake this call is equal to its cache size. For a node that
is not caching, this number is equal to the number of times that node is called. From our previous example, the candidates
for Nf ’s update manager are NX and ND. Assuming full caching, the size of NX ’s cache is 2
3 = 8, while the size of ND’s cache
is 24 = 16. Hence, NX is chosen as Nf ’s update manager.
To integrate update managers into our implementation, each node N stores a (possibly empty) list called clients, which is
a list of nodes for which N acts as an update manager. As each node can have only one update manager, the cumulative size
of these lists is linear in the total number of nodes, so the extra space required is negligible in comparison to overall space
consumption of the conditioning graph. For each node that stores bottom-up arcs, its optimal update manager is chosen by
iterating through each of the possible candidates and selecting the one that minimizes the number of updates, as per the
previous discussion. This is certainly more expensive than simple selecting the parent as the update manager, but it can be
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Fig. 11. A portion of a conditioning graph. Note that secondary arcs are shown only for the node labeled with P(A|B, C,D). The dotted line between NW and NC
represents an unillustrated part of the network.
done offline. Modification to the current query algorithm is straightforward: instead of iterating over N.primary on Line 4,
we iterate over N.clients. Because of this minimal change, we do not show the updated algorithm.
We evaluated the effectiveness of the update managers optimization, using the same set of test networks as before. The
fifth columns of Tables 2 and 3 summarize these results. The results show improvement in both indexing operations and
runtime is realized, but the improvement over the parent–child optimization is much smaller than what was observed from
the first optimization. Nonetheless, an efficiency gain was realized over all test networks, and since it incurs no runtime
overhead and only a very small memory cost over the previous optimization, it makes sense to use the generic update
manager model over the parent–child model.
4.3. Function-level optimization
The optimizations we have proposed in previous sections depend on making a choice of orientation for each secondary
edge, and the optimal choices would be the ones that guarantee the minimum number of index operations are performed.
The number of index operations has been estimated by functions that use only local information, and as a result, each arc’s
direction is chosen tominimize the number of indexing operations that occur over that particular arc, andmaynot be optimal.
In this section, we consider how the directionality of one arc might affect the indexing operations over another, and how to
optimize cumulatively over all arcs for a particular CPT or cache.
One way to do this is to choose the update manager first, and orient the arcs afterward, which is the reverse of the
process defined for the original update manager optimization. To see the advantage in this approach, consider the example
conditioning graph shown in Fig. 11. Let Nf represent the node labeled with P(A|B, C,D). If the secondary arcs are oriented
first, as shown, the update manager for NF must ND, as it is the only valid choice between LB(Nf ) = NC and Nf . This choice
implies Nf ’s three bottom-up arcs will be updated 2
4 = 16 times each, for a total cost of 48 indexing operations. Now,
suppose that we forced the secondary arc between NC and Nf to be top-down. The new cost of indexing over the arc from
NC to Nf is 32 indexing operations – an increase of 100%. However, NW now becomes a valid choice as update manager for
Nf , which means that the cost of updating over each bottom-up arc to NA and NB is 4 indexing operations, for a total of 40.
A particularly nice feature of this function-level optimization is that it requires no modification to the current query
algorithm.However, the algorithm for choosing arc direction andupdatemanagers is somewhatmore complex thanprevious
versions. A high-level description of the algorithm is as follows:
For each node N that contains a cache or CPT:
(a) Let Upper(N) be the shallowest node in the conditioning graph that is connected to N via a secondary arc, i.e., no
ancestor of Upper(N) has a secondary connection to N.
(b) For each node U along the path from Upper(N) to N’s parent (inclusive)
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(i) Compute the cumulative cost of all indexing operations over the secondary arcs connected to N, under the
assumption thatU is its updatemanager.Weuse as our bottom-up cost the number of calls that the currently
selected updatemanagerwill make. The top-down cost remains as before. The cost of each arc is the number
of indexing operations that it incurs under its optimal orientation, with the condition that any secondary
arc between N and U must be top-down.
(ii) Remember the choice of U that minimizes this cumulative cost.
(c) After the optimal update manager Uopt is found, add N to Uopt ’s client list, and orient N’s secondary arcs accord-
ingly.
We evaluated this function-level approach on our benchmark networks, using the same test networks as before. The
final columns of Tables 2 and 3 show these results. With the exception of Mildew (which showed no change), all networks
saw a small reduction in the number of indexing operations. Most networks also realized some efficiency gain in terms
of runtime. However, we have already remarked that top-down indexing is slightly cheaper than bottom-up indexing, due
to the iteration that is required. It is possible that, in the process of reducing the overall number of indexing operations,
we traded a particular set of cheap top-down arcs for a smaller, more expensive set of bottom-up arcs. We are currently
examining methods for accounting for this imbalance – these will be discussed in the following subsection.
4.4. Discussion
It may be possible to eliminate redundant indexing operations completely, by careful bookkeeping. However, if the
bookkeeping incurs on-line costs, the costs may overwhelm any benefit. The query algorithms proposed in this section have
negligible overhead, which is crucial to maintaining efficiency. Since the number of recursive calls made in a typical query is
typically very large, any seemingly negligible computationmade on a per-node basis will bemultiplied by a very large factor.
In contrast, the extra computation required by the models presented in this section is done offline. The runtime overhead
incurred by these models is negligible, evidenced by the very small differences between the initial conditioning graph
algorithm (Fig. 5) and the current version (Fig. 9). However, we are currently searching for efficient per-arc optimizations in
order to address the remaining redundant indexing operations.
5. Evidence
The experiments in the previous section were performed using queries without evidence, which are the costliest queries
in any conditioning graph. Evidence, in the form of observed variables set prior to a query, reduces the cost of the query,
because the size of the observed variable is effectively reduced to a single known value for the whole query. It turns out
that evidence has a dramatic effect on the performance of queries. In this section, we present some modifications to the
algorithm to take advantage of evidence, if possible.
We evaluated the performance of the indexing optimizations of the previous section on queries with evidence, using the
test networks. For each network, 50 random contexts were chosen to be evidence for a query (we did not allow contexts
with probability zero to be chosen). The contexts ranged in size from 10% to 50% of the network’s variables. We counted the
number of indexing operations for the random queries. Because the count varies considerably depending on the random
context, we present data in the form of a ratio o/t, where o is the number of indexing operations required for a query using
one of the optimizations, and t is the number of operations required by the strict top-down indexing model.
The data is shown in Table 4. For brevity, we show the results from a subset of the networks. For each network, we show
the average of the 50 ratios, as well as the maximum ratio. The data shows that the average ratio is always less than one,
for all networks. This implies that even without any modification to increase efficiency further, it’s better on average to use
bidirectional indexing. The data also shows that the ratio increases as the number of evidence variables increases. Some
networks (e.g., the Barley network) have maximum ratios greater than 1, indicating that bidirectional indexing did more
work that top-down indexing in some cases.
There are several factors contributing to the increase of the average ratio in the data. First, evidence is always an advantage
to all indexing schemes. The absolute number of indexing operations decreases as the number of evidence variables increase.
However, top-down indexing benefits from every evidence variable, as the effective size of every observed variable during
a given query is reduced to 1. For bidirectional indexing, the advantage may be reduced, since some of the evidence vari-
ables may have bottom-up arcs attached to them, which leads to redundant indexing operations when its update manager
repeatedly calls for an index calculation. The problem is that under the current scheme, the update manager does not know
if a node is an evidence variable or not.
5.1. Avoiding bottom-up indexing on observed variables
A simple technique to optimize efficiency in indexing would be to ensure that all secondary arcs attached to an evidence
node be top-down. The problem is that we typically do not know at compile time which variables will be observed at
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Table 4
Op counts required by each of the bidirectional indexing models presented, as a ratio of top-down op counts. Note that the
second column (Obs) denotes the fraction of variables that are observed. The abbreviations for the remaining headings are
as follows: PC = parent–child optimization, UM = update manager optimization, FL = function-level optimization.
Network Obs PC UM FL
Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max
Barley 0.10 0.3886 0.5361 0.3757 0.5115 0.3745 0.5069
0.30 0.4810 0.7555 0.4610 0.7152 0.4558 0.7106
0.50 0.6770 1.145 0.6470 1.103 0.6393 1.092
Diabetes 0.10 0.2394 0.2768 0.2329 0.2704 0.2324 0.2702
0.30 0.3120 0.5137 0.3035 0.5001 0.3031 0.5011
0.50 0.3539 0.5619 0.3419 0.5343 0.3417 0.5342
Insurance 0.10 0.4466 0.6001 0.4432 0.5983 0.4428 0.5949
0.30 0.6211 0.7999 0.6163 0.8100 0.6153 0.7879
0.50 0.8321 1.317 0.8138 1.255 0.8170 1.258
Link 0.10 0.0724 0.0979 0.0691 0.0893 0.0673 0.0870
0.30 0.1247 0.2284 0.1142 0.2089 0.1124 0.2043
0.50 0.3207 0.7310 0.3012 0.6858 0.3026 0.6920
Mildew 0.10 0.3899 0.5251 0.3870 0.5240 0.3870 0.5240
0.30 0.5433 0.8526 0.5427 0.8526 0.5427 0.8526
0.50 0.6609 1.002 0.6600 1.002 0.6600 1.002
Munin1 0.10 0.3563 0.4008 0.3544 0.3987 0.3436 0.3731
0.30 0.4567 0.6231 0.4572 0.6217 0.4353 0.6122
0.50 0.5774 0.8403 0.5765 0.8343 0.5514 0.8358
Munin4 0.10 0.3698 0.4074 0.3669 0.4051 0.3492 0.3850
0.30 0.4255 0.4943 0.4218 0.4879 0.3666 0.4644
0.50 0.5344 0.6452 0.5286 0.6389 0.4809 0.6389
Table 5
Ratio of op counts required by each of the bidirectional indexing models presented, as a ratio of top-down op counts.
Network Obs PC UM FL
Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max
Barley 0.10 0.3863 0.5359 0.3737 0.5114 0.3724 0.5068
0.30 0.4730 0.7535 0.4544 0.7003 0.4500 0.7019
0.50 0.6332 1.108 0.6161 1.073 0.6107 1.069
Diabetes 0.10 0.2391 0.2760 0.2327 0.2700 0.2322 0.2698
0.30 0.3102 0.5074 0.3021 0.4952 0.3017 0.4963
0.50 0.3435 0.5507 0.3334 0.5246 0.3334 0.5248
Insurance 0.10 0.4404 0.5839 0.4374 0.5839 0.4367 0.5806
0.30 0.5819 0.7163 0.5762 0.7163 0.5743 0.6942
0.50 0.7166 1.012 0.7080 1.012 0.7081 1.012
Link 0.10 0.0718 0.0967 0.0687 0.0886 0.0669 0.0859
0.30 0.1162 0.2068 0.1077 0.1920 0.1053 0.1872
0.50 0.2571 0.5629 0.2456 0.5374 0.2439 0.5443
Mildew 0.10 0.3891 0.5226 0.3864 0.5226 0.3864 0.5226
0.30 0.5338 0.8348 0.5334 0.8348 0.5334 0.8348
0.50 0.6350 0.9611 0.6349 0.9611 0.6349 0.9611
Munin1 0.10 0.3559 0.4007 0.3541 0.3986 0.3432 0.3730
0.30 0.4473 0.5729 0.4480 0.5719 0.4240 0.5602
0.50 0.5461 0.7226 0.5460 0.7194 0.5182 0.7194
Munin4 0.10 0.3692 0.4065 0.3663 0.4042 0.3487 0.3848
0.30 0.4202 0.4884 0.4173 0.4850 0.3613 0.4523
0.50 0.5066 0.5877 0.5035 0.5888 0.4528 0.5838
runtime (however, there are certain applications in which observable variables may be known at compile time, e.g., a
variable connected to a physical sensor; see [13] for other examples).
However, it is possible to postpone the assignment of direction to the secondary edges until run-time. To do this, we
initially store all arcs as top-down arcs, but we label arcs that would be good with a bottom-up orientation. Just prior to
running a query, and just after the evidence variables have been set, a pre-processing algorithm traverses the conditioning
graph, changing the orientation of the arcs labelled as bottom-up, for all non-evidence nodes. This ensures that evidence
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Fig. 12. Graphs comparing the runtimesof top-downanddynamicbidirectional indexingmodels. For eachgraph, they-axis denotes the runtimeof thebidirectional
model (in seconds), while the x-axis denotes the runtime of the top-down model.
nodes have only top-down arcs, and good bottom-up arcs are used for other nodes. After this traversal, the query algorithm
can use bidirectional indexing. This approach requires only minor modifications to our current implementation.
We evaluated this dynamic approach using the same test networks and contexts as in the previous section. The results of
these tests are presented in Table 5, which is identical in structure to Table 4, for easy comparison. Overall, the results seem
to favour the dynamic approach. Of particular interest are the experiments in which the percentage of evidence variables is
high. In all cases where the top-down model was more efficient than the bidirectional approach during the previous tests,
the dynamic approach reduces this advantage, considerably so in some cases (e.g., Insurance). In the case of Mildew, the
advantage enjoyed by top-downwas reversed, with the bidirectional model showing lower counts. In nearly every case, the
average number of indexing operations was reduced. Even with the percentage of evidence variables at 50%, the average
efficiency gain over the top-down approach across all networks and contexts is roughly 48%.
While this optimization reduced the average number of indexing operations, there is still a question of how much the
pre-processing traversal affected the runtime of the algorithm. To get a sense of this trade-off, we examined scatter-plots of
runtime data collected in these experiments. Fig. 12 shows two representative results, including a large and small network
from the set. The x-axis is the runtime needed by a strict top-down indexing implementation, and the y-axis is the total
runtime of the dynamic direction implementation, including the preprocessing traversal. Each of the points in a graph
represents one of the random contexts.
As the graphs show, evenwith the overhead required to dynamically redirect the bottom-up arcs, the bidirectionalmodel
is still typically faster than the simple top-down model, especially for large evidence sets. As predicted, as the cost of the
query drops, the advantage enjoyed by the bidirectional model decreases, as the incurred overhead begins to impact the
overall runtime. The larger ratios (those on the right hand side of the plots) represent a 34-55% reduction in runtime.
5.2. Accounting for observation in estimates
Theorientationof thesecondaryarcs isdeterminedbycomparing theestimatednumberof indexingoperationsperformed
(either locally or globally) with both orientations, and choosing the orientation with the smaller estimate. However, the
formulas that provide the estimates donot take into account the evidence that is specific to a givenquery. Evidence effectively
changes the variable size for all observed variables, so the formulas that use the full variable size could be quite misleading
in a query with a large number of evidence variables.
Our approach to this problem is to delay making the orientation decision as late as possible. To do this, we initialize the
representation at compile time by determining which arcs will definitely benefit from top-down indexing; this list contains
arcs that are forced to be top-downdue to the position of their respective updatemanagers. The remaining edges are labelled
as undecided. At run time, when the evidence is known, the conditioning graph is traversed, and undecided edges associated
with a non-evidence node are examined, and an orientation is chosen. The process for choosing the orientation is the same
as the compile-time process, except that evidence variables are known, and the effective size of these variables can be taken
into account. After the preprocessing traversal, the query algorithm with bidirectional indexing can be run as usual.
To assess this new approach, we repeated the tests from the previous evaluation. The results of are presented in Table 6,
formatted in the same manner as the previous two tables. The table shows several interesting points. First, when compared
to the results of the previous evaluation, this new optimization shows a reduction in the average number of indexing
operations in roughly 85% of our tests. As well, the bidirectional model now outperforms the top-downmodel in all of tests.
The fact that this optimization did not always outperform the previous optimization came as a bit of a surprise. Upon further
investigation, we found that when the zero-pruning feature of the query algorithm was disabled, the new optimization
consistently outperformed the first. We attribute this to the effect that evidence has on the number of zeroes that are
computed. It is easily shown that observations can increase the number of computed zeroes in the query algorithm. This
in turn creates more pruning, which affects the accuracy of our prediction formulas. For networks with many zeroes (e.g.,
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Table 6
Ratio of op counts required by each of the bidirectional indexing models presented, as a ratio of top-down op counts.
Network Obs PC UM FL
Avg Max Avg Max Avg Max
Barley 0.10 0.3824 0.5106 0.3723 0.5014 0.3713 0.4993
0.30 0.4423 0.6999 0.4380 0.6838 0.4375 0.6831
0.50 0.5435 0.7239 0.5383 0.7255 0.5348 0.7123
Diabetes 0.10 0.2380 0.2749 0.2324 0.2693 0.2319 0.2692
0.30 0.3061 0.5008 0.3008 0.4918 0.3005 0.4935
0.50 0.3453 0.5393 0.3389 0.5303 0.3390 0.5303
Insurance 0.10 0.4382 0.5796 0.4355 0.5815 0.4347 0.5781
0.30 0.5609 0.6446 0.5608 0.6357 0.5583 0.6357
0.50 0.7082 0.9604 0.7055 0.9604 0.7055 0.9604
Link 0.10 0.0707 0.0950 0.0667 0.0867 0.0666 0.0867
0.30 0.1194 0.2763 0.1027 0.1813 0.1028 0.1846
0.50 0.2562 0.5774 0.2401 0.5437 0.2395 0.5531
Mildew 0.10 0.3884 0.5187 0.3857 0.5187 0.3857 0.5187
0.30 0.5280 0.8331 0.5277 0.8331 0.5277 0.8331
0.50 0.6142 0.9327 0.6142 0.9327 0.6142 0.9327
Munin1 0.10 0.3568 0.3958 0.3506 0.3921 0.3447 0.3788
0.30 0.4261 0.5704 0.4366 0.5643 0.4228 0.5604
0.50 0.5317 0.7428 0.5344 0.7393 0.5207 0.7393
Munin4 0.10 0.3677 0.4014 0.3648 0.3989 0.3495 0.3864
0.30 0.3819 0.4839 0.4059 0.4788 0.3561 0.4574
0.50 0.4754 0.6047 0.4969 0.6074 0.4495 0.6038
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Fig. 13. Graphs comparing the runtimes of top-down and dynamic bidirectional indexing using dynamic estimates of indexing costs. For each graph, the y-axis
denotes the runtime of the bidirectional model (in seconds), while the x-axis denotes the runtime of the top-down model.
Munin3, Pigs, not shown), the effect is especially noticeable. While we are currently considering methods for accounting for
the effects of these computed zeroes, it should be restated that the new optimization improved the indexing counts in the
majority of cases.
To assess the cost of the preprocessing, we examined the runtimes of these tests, shown in Fig. 13. These results show
similar qualities to the previous results: the runtimes using bidirectional indexing are much lower when the cost of per-
forming a query is high, but this improvement lessens as query cost decreases. The plots are very similar in shape to those
of the previous tests. Examination of several individual cases suggests that the reduction in runtime realized from a smaller
indexing count is being offset by the time required to orient the arcs. Therefore, the overall benefit of this optimization may
not justify its cost, although a more efficient orientation procedure may improve its performance somewhat.
5.3. Discussion
The second optimization presented in this section uses query-specific information (i.e., effective cache sizes) when
deciding the direction of the secondary arcs. One obvious extension to this idea is to use this information in the selection
of an optimal update manager as well. Recall that the update managers for the UM and FL optimizations are selected based
on the cache size of the eligible candidates. Thus, it is likely that choosing an update manager based on effective cache size
would result in more accurate predictions, and consequently a reduction in the number of indexing operations. However,
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choosing the update manager dynamically requires moving its relatively expensive selection algorithm online. Preliminary
tests suggest that the incurred overhead often outweighs the benefit realized from the reduced index count. This is not a
complete surprise, given that a similar trendwas noticed in our previous test, which used a less costly orientation algorithm.
However, the updatemanager selection process was designed as an offline algorithm, so no attemptsweremade to optimize
its performance. Therefore, we will examine faster methods for manager selection, and conduct further tests to determine
if such a dynamic selection can improve runtime.
The tests conducted in this section were performed under the assumption that no information regarding evidence vari-
ables is known prior to runtime. As mentioned previously, if one knows in advance which variables will be observed, then
the effective cache sizes can be computed offline, and we can achieve better arc orientation without the costly overhead
of dynamic selection. These two situations (full information vs. no information) represent two ends of a continuum. For
example, in certain applications, there may be partial information available regarding the current network. For example, a
programmer might know a certain subset of variables that will always be observed, a set that will never be observed, and
a set whose observed condition will not be known until runtime. Such information could improve the bidirectional model
in two ways. First, the known information could be used to make better offline estimates. Second, dynamic arc orientation
could be restricted to the unknown set of variables, reducing overhead cost. An even more general model might assign
likelihoods to the possibility of a variable being observed (e.g., a particular variable will be observed 80% of the time). These
likelihoods could in turn be used to compute arc orientations that minimize the expected number of indexing operations.
Such a computation could occur completely offline, where it would contribute no overhead to the query algorithm.
6. Conclusions and future work
In thispaper,wehave considered theefficiencyof indexingmethods for conditioning graphs.Wediscussed redundancies in
two current unidirectional methods for indexing: a top-downmethod and a bottom-upmethod, and proposed a bidirectional
indexing approach to minimize this redundancy. We presented optimizations to the bidirectional model via the use of
update managers, which are nodes in the conditioning graph that control when other nodes update their current index.
We considered several methods for choosing an appropriate manager, from simple (choosing the parent of a node as its
update manager) to complex (considering all potential candidates in a node’s ancestry, and choosing one that minimizes
indexing operations). Compared to the unidirectional approaches, the optimized bidirectionalmodel reduced the number of
indexing operations in all test networks by at least 58%; the average reduction over all test networks was 66%. Furthermore,
the bidirectional model reduced query runtimes by at least 32%, with an average reduction of 42%. These reductions are
based on a comparison to the better of the unidirectional indexing method chosen for each test network. We discussed how
evidence affects the efficiency of bottom-up indexing and the accuracy of the estimation formulas used to determine arc
direction. We presented two methods for orienting arcs dynamically at runtime, to mitigate the impact of evidence on the
efficiency of the bidirectional model. Evaluations over our test networks showed that bidirectional indexing is nearly always
more efficient than the unidirectional models even when evidence is present, and this gain in efficiency becomes better as
the overall cost of computation increases. While the methods of this paper focused on conditioning graphs, we anticipate
that these techniques can be easily applied to similar recursive inference methods [6,8].
There are several extensions to the bidirectional that we are currently exploring. First, we mentioned the use of accumu-
lated offsets in conditioning graphs, which is possible under certain conditions, but fails when we begin pruning parts of
the search space. We speculate that a hybrid approach exists, where accumulated offsets could be used in parts of the graph
where pruning will not occur. As well, we are working to improve the accuracy of our prediction formulas, which should
allow for more efficient arc orientations. We are also considering the use of multiple update managers per node (as opposed
to a single update manager), as well as efficient methods for dynamically selecting update managers at runtime. Finally, we
are considering the exploitation of application-specific information as a means to optimize our indexing model offline (e.g.,
known evidence variables).
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